
Interactive Message Interactive Message

MAIN SCRIPTURE: Matthew 13 (Fill in the Blanks & Follow along) 

Have you ever been in a situation where things didn’t turn out as you hoped 

or expected? How did you respond to the __________  between expectation 

and reality? 

I. Historically the Jews were subject to oppression under the Roman government 

during Jesus’ earthly ministry. They had expected a Great ____________________ who 

would lead a conquest against their Earthly enemies, “The Roman Empire.” 

II. The Jews expected God to conquer the kingdoms of the World on earth by 

______________ and establish the Kingdom of God on ___________________.  

They probably wondered, “What was God doing?”  “Why isn’t my Life 

getting any better?” When Jesus came as the Messiah and the reality was 

different then expected. Meanwhile, Jesus explains the reality of why He 

came in the Parable for the weeds. 

I. Jesus came to plant the ________ of the Kingdom and establish Himself by the 

presence of God in our __________________. 

II. Those who willingly accept the Lord’s invitation and choose to become rooted in 

His kingdom are to bear ___________ for Him as they grow spiritually. 

III. Jesus purpose for us is simple: Follow Him and Make disciples as He did, then in 

turn “Make more _______________.” 

Have you heard the Message of Jesus? How is it rooted in your Life? Are you 

growing Spiritually in your Relationship with Him? Is the Fruit of His 

presence evident in you? 

Are you sewing the seed of the Kingdom with your Life? 

 

Jesus says in Matthew 13:38, “Our Mission field is the ________________”
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Sometimes this may seem like a daunting task. We may think, “What can I 

really do to impact the Kingdom?” I’m only one person. But how did the 

disciples begin serving  Jesus ? 

I. The disciples work began in ________________.  

II. God has planted each of us right where he wants us. Our mission field is right in 

our _________________.  

In Jesus story, He informs us that this Mission will not come without challenges for us 

at times. 

______________ intends to disrupt the harvest of what God has planted by planting, 

“Look alike followers” to bring harm to the Kingdom of God.” 

I. The Best way we can confront evil in this world is to _______________ the influence 

of God’s Kingdom by Faithfully sharing the Goodness of God on this Earth.  

II. One day Jesus will return and at that time he will separate the Wheat from the 

Weeds. Those who served His Kingdom, from those who disrupted His work.  

III. One day ____________ knee will bow and every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord. 

Whether they followed Jesus in Life or not. 
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